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Read all instructions before installing.
Switch off power before installing. 

OVERVIEW: 
Transformers are designed for use on
WAC 120V H, L or J series track. They accept WAC Quick Connect™  
fixtures and pendants. They may also be used on other  
manufacturers’ brand of track (consult factory for compatibility). 
Transformers are electronic type, and may generally be dimmed  
with standard Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) dimmers.

EN-HQ50AR (H Track): Rated 12 volt, 50-watt max.
EN-LQ50AR (L Track) : Rated 12 volt, 50-watt max.
EN-JQ50AR (J Track) : Rated 12 volt, 50-watt max.

INSTALLING THE QUICK CONNECT:
1. Place the metal decorative ring over the threads of the “QC” adapter.
2. Insert the male quick connect into the quick connect adapter.
3. Thread the top half of the conical section until it seats  

with the adapter.
4. Adjust fixture position; use caution not to loosen  

the conical section.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
H / L / J Track Systems Quick Connect™ adapter
EN-HQ50AR, EN-LQ50AR, EN-JQ50AR

FIXTURE INSTALLATION
1. Note the track head contacts, and the polarity groove running the length of the track.
2. The two contacts should be positioned so that when rotated, they will face the grooved side  

of the track (this is the side with two flat copper wires running its length).
3. Insert adapter into track slot. Rotate the adapter 90º.
4. Center the locking tab until it sits in the track slot.
5. Removal is the reverse procedure. Adapters may be positioned anywhere along the track length.


